**SFX Powers devices with embedded voice recognition software**

Wake-up, command, and control your smartphone, tablet, or any electronic device or application with SFX voice recognition software. This even works with your TV and robots. Highly efficient, with minimal MIP and CPU requirements, SFX software can be embedded on a chip that powers the next generation of smart devices. Our embedded software is the “voice-trigger” command for any device that interacts with cloud content or client device.

**SFX Powers Video Games**

SpeechFX VoiceGaming SDK is our award-winning software solution for video game voice command and control. SFX VoiceIn is the industry’s most memory-efficient voice interface. Game developers worldwide can now build games that use a common API set across all game platforms.

**SFX Powers Pronunciation Learning & Accent Reduction**

VoiceMaster™ -- a powerful pronunciation tool based on our voice recognition software—provides an interactive solution to improve pronunciation and reduce accents. Combining voice recognition and phoneme analysis, VoiceMaster compares your pronunciation to a standard dictionary phoneme set and pronunciation rules and then gives you an overall score for the word and an individual score for each phoneme in the word. VoiceMaster includes graphical, tutorial guides such as examples, animations and a step-through process for each sound. These methods assist you just as if a trained, professional speech linguistic instructor is standing at your side giving you step by step instructions.